Need to monitor and manage PowerMax PDUs?
**netTerrain DCIM** can help.

In conjunction with Siemon intelligent PowerMax PDUs, netTerrain DCIM provides a centralized, multi-user, browser-based platform to visualize your data centers, IT inventory and networks.

You gain: easy visualization of your PowerMax PDUs and connected devices, control and governance to improve energy consumption and custom reporting that gives you actionable insights.

**Visualize:**
- Show PDU rack/cabinet location within your floorplan
- Display devices connected to specific PDU ports

**Control:**
- Aggregate power consumption across multiple PDUs with the ability to identify and drill down in to specific PDU or outlet usage when used with applicable PDU families
- Monitor and aggregate environmental data from multiple PDUs when used with sensor accessories
- Configure global alarm thresholds in the software to alert users when any associated PDU reaches a critical value
- Discover Siemon’s intelligent PowerMax PDUs via SNMP discovery and display it in netTerrain

**Report:**
- Generate custom reports based upon PDU and sensor data across individual or groups of PDUs and sensors
- Configure custom dashboard views
Because we continuously improve our products, Siemon reserves the right to change specifications and availability without prior notice.
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